Essay 6- The Development Of Fall/Apocalyptic Mythology

The inherited animal brain influenced early mythmakers (shaman) to formulate myths that expressed the fundamental features of their primitive existence. These features were more an expression of animal reality than human reality. Hence, the shaman created mythical stories of tribal spirits and deities which fought for their band against others, myths of violent blood sacrifice as necessary to create and renew life, stories of ritually antagonistic groups, ritual combat, totalitarian control and subservience to shaman/priests/gods.

These early myths expressed the core themes of animal life- band separation, exclusion, opposition and domination/destruction. These themes would shape all subsequent religious thought. For instance, the inherited sense of separation (based on fear) would eventually produce ideas of humanity being separated from the spiritual realm or from the gods, as well as being separated from other human beings. The gods would come to be viewed as bright and pure spirits infinitely separated from defiled and impure humanity.

All subsequent religious traditions borrowed and adapted these primitive original themes and refined them in more elaborate theologies or systems of belief known as Fall/apocalyptic religion. This is true of the East as well as the West (see Mircea Eliade’s second volume- The History of Religious Ideas: From Gautama Buddha to the Triumph of Christianity). 

Fall/apocalyptic religion drew on the following primitive mythological themes:

	The gods were bright, pure spirits that lived high above in the cosmos or heavens. 

There was an original time of perfection, purity and paradise with no suffering.
People were created from a divine substance as well as a demonic substance.
The gods were lawgivers and demanded that people observe their taboos (originally taboos that related to how the hunt ought to be conducted).
	The demonic element in humanity produced an original fault or sin which angered the gods.
The gods then abandoned humanity (the violent separation of heaven from earth) leaving disaster and suffering in their wake.

These primitive ideas led religious thinkers of the Axial period (700-500 BC) to formulate the idea of a Fall which explained the loss of the original paradise and the present suffering of life. Natural disaster, disease, pain and cruelty were then viewed as evidence that humanity had fallen from the original perfection. 

Fall thinking was based on a fundamental dualism that was believed to exist in the cosmos and the world. In this dualistic worldview, humanity was viewed as separated from the gods and people were seen as separated from one another. Life was perceived in terms of the struggle of evil versus good (impure humanity versus a pure God), or the struggle of the true religion of the good God (true believers) versus the falsehoods of the Devil (the followers of the Lie or sin). This dualistic perspective would permeate all areas of human thought. 

Fall/apocalyptic is a life-denying viewpoint that became the basic model for defining love and other human values in later religious systems. At core it embodies a major error in ancient perception. Fortunately, today we understand the faulty thinking that produced Fall/apocalyptic mythology. We recognize that God has never become separated from humanity but has always been intimately involved in the struggle of the human spirit to emerge from an animal background. We also realize that there is no need to find salvation because we were never lost in the first place and there is no hell to be saved from.

Footnote: I would add here that to properly understand the emergence and subsequent development of religion we need to understand as much as we can of the motivations and experiences of the first people to create myth and religious systems (their art, ceremonies, taboos and sacrifices). Their perceptions set the template for most subsequent human perception.

Suggested reading: Mircea Eliade’s ‘The History Of Religious Ideas’ and Joseph Campbell’s ‘The Masks Of God’.
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